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The research object of this thesis is Lun Yu, Ren Jian Shi,and Yu Zhou Feng 
edited by Lin yutang in 1930s.Through concretely historical documents and digging 
analysis in detail, the thesis reveals the specially distinguishing achievement of their 
ideas and arts and their influence on Shanghai literature in 1930s to 1940s. 
Mr.Lin’s periodicals have an inner relation on spirit with Yu Si because they 
inherit the stand of thought enlightenment, and construct the public’s discussion space 
by social and civilized criticism. In the meanwhile, Mr.Lin’s periodicals contain an 
outstanding feature of age in respect of enlightenment posture and language tactics, 
and demonstrate steady and constructive qualities. Trying on getting rid of the 
political contents attached to literary by theory construction and writing practice, 
Mr.Lin’s periodicals put forward the art’s opinions of a series of essays in order to 
make literary come back to itself. By virtue of duplicating of cultural industry, they 
spread the humorous and leisure essays to the scope of the whole country, and 
obtained an outstanding achievement, cultivated a great number of editors, writers, 
and readers. Under the influence of Mr.Lin’s periodicals, similar to his periodicals 
appeared flourishingly, and created the prosperity of humorous and leisure essays in 
1930s. The influence of Mr.Lin’s periodicals went on the period, 1940s.During the 
time of Shanghai occupied by Japanese, these topics, such as nationality, nation, and 
politics, were forbidden zone of literature. The writers and readers favored the culture 
proses, life proses, and knowledge proses again which had ever had important 
influence. At that time, quite a few of literary periodicals benefited from Mr.Lin’s. 
These periodicals gained a cherishing development space in a special period and 
environment. Thereby, Mr.Lin’s periodicals outstand their own essential status in the 
process of historical development of modern literature. 
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迅就先后撰写了《从讽刺到幽默》（1933 年 3 月 7 日）、《从幽默到正经》（1933
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